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SUMMARY

A graded series of amethopterin-resistant sublines
maintained at concentrations varying from 0.1 to 50.0 j.zg/ml
were selected in vitro from several parental Chinese hamster
lines. Increases in resistance ranged from 45- to 108,400-fold.
Dose-response data for sensitive and resistant populations
demonstrated that the 3 parental lines responded identically to
amethopterin and methasquin, while some but not all resistant
sublines were widely divergent. Even though every resistant
sublime was cross-resistant to the quinazoline antifolate,
methasquin was relatively effective against cells highly
resistant to amethopterin and was the stronger growth
inhibitor. Supplementation with thymidine (30 j.@M)in
sensitivity assays with amethopterin did not alter response of
cell lines to this agent.

Dthydrofolate reductase activity was elevated in the 9
resistant sublines. Relationships between drug response and
enzyme activity appeared to differentiate cell lines into 2
groups with respect to each antifolate. The data suggest that
increased levels of dthydrofolate reductase may be the primary
determinant of response for some sublines whereas for others
additional factors such as different enzyme form or altered
transport may also influence sensitivity to drug. Disparate
response of several of the sublines to the 2 agents implies
separate mechanisms of uptake.

Cytogenetic analysis revealed considerable structural
rearrangement of karyotype, characterizing each resistant
subline. Chromosome numbers remained in the diploid range.
Although there was suggestion of preferential alteration, with
translocation of long chromosomal fragments, a possible
association between specific karyotypic change and elevated
dthydrofolate reductase level in amethopterin-resistant cells
was not verified in this study.

INTRODUCTION

The experimental development of drug-resistant populations
of mammalian cells in vitro provides a system wherein degree
of resistance may be measured precisely, thus facilitating
comparison between this property and other quantifiable
alterations of cell phenotype. One of these is increased level of
folate-reducing enzymes, commonly associated with resistance
to folic acid analogs in a variety of biological systems (9, 16).
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To ascertain quantitatively the relationship between resistance
to amethopterin and dthydrofolate reductase activity, we
developed a graded series of resistant sublines of Chinese
hamster cells at concentrations of amethopterin ranging from
0.1 to 50.0 jig/nil. Resistance and enzyme levels were
determined when cell populations were well adapted to growth
at selective (maintenance) concentration.

As an additional means of investigating the basis for drug
response, we determined the sensitivity of the parental lines
and the 9 resistant sublines to methasquin, a quinazoline
antifolate which appears to inhibit the reduction of folate and
dthydrofolate more strongly than amethopterin (2, 17). As
described in part in preliminary reports (1 , 4), several of the
sublines responded similarly to the 2 antifolates while several
were widely divergent. The disparity of response of
amethopterin-resistant sublines to amethopterin and
methasquin and the relationship of response to dihydrofolate
reductase level suggested that for some sublines elevated
enzyme activity was the primary determinant of resistance
while for others additional mechanisms may be of
consequence.

A further objective was the chromosomal characterization
of the resistant sublines. The relative simplicity of the Chinese
hamster karyotype makes it favorable for cytogenetic analysis.
In addition, well-characterized â€œdiploidâ€•strains with
chromosomal and biochemical markers are useful in a variety
of investigations at the somatic cell level such as cell
hybridization (21). The search for correlations between
karyotypic alteration and the change from drug sensitivity to
resistance has not, in general, yielded positive results (14).
However, in previous studies of L12l0 mouse leukemia we
observed an association between absence, or alteration, of a
subtelocentric marker chromosome and resistance to
amethopterin accompanied by elevated dihydrofolate
reductase activity. In one instance, disappearance of cells with
the marker chromosome coincided exactly with increase in
enzyme levels in a subline already resistant to amethopterin (8,
18), whereas resistance due primarily to an altered transport
mechanism was not accompanied by chromosomal change
(20). In a subsequent investigation, 10 out of 18
independently derived resistant sublines showed modifications
specifically of the short arm of the marker chromosome (5).
Appearance of chromosomally altered cells paralleled increase
in enzyme activity. This and an additional study ( 15) likewise
utilizing clonal lines of the mouse leukemia indicated a
nonobligatory but specific relationship between the
configuration of the marker chromosome and dihydrofolate
reductase activity and suggested mutagenic action of
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collected on Day 4 by scraping into phosphate-buffered salts
solution (Dulbecco), washed twice, and stored at â€”20Â°as a
pellet. Cell number was estimated from counts of replicate
cultures or from population-doubling time data; the number of
cells per pellet ranged from 1 to 2 X 108 . At the time of
collection, cells were in late logarithmic or early stationary
phase of growth. Resistant sublines were maintained for I 3
days in drug-free medium, with 2 cell transfers, prior to assay.

Assay of Dihydrofolate Reductase Activity. Preparation of
cell extracts and assay of activity were carried out as recently
described (20). Dthydrofolate reductase activity is defined as
jimoles of dihydrofolate reduced per mg of total protein per

Chemical Agents. Amethopterin (methotrexate) was

Chart 1. Schematic representation of derivation of drug-resistant
sublines from the parental DC-3F line and from its subclone, the
DC-3F8 line. Numbers in parentheses, number of days before
maintenance concentration of amethopterin (see Table 1) was reached.

Chart 2. Response of parental DC-3F8 line and
amethopterin-resistant sublines to various concentrations of
amethopterin (solid symbols and lines) and methasquin (open symbols
and dashed lines). Each curve was calculated as an averageof the fitted
lines obtained in 2 to 4 replicate experiments, based on the average
ED50 and the average slope. â€¢,o, DC-3F8; v , v , DC-3F8/A40; ., o,
DC-3F8/A50; A, t@,DC-3F8/A55; â€¢,0, DC-3F8/A75.

amethopterin. Structural alteration of the Chinese hamster
chromosomes was a prevalent and characteristic feature of
each of the amethopterin-resistant sublines described in this
report. Although there was suggestion of preferential
involvement of chromosomes with respect to translocation of
long chromosomal fragments, the possible significance of this
phenomenon is unclear at present.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and Culture Medium. Parental cell lines DC-3F and
CLM-7, derived from normal tissue of Chinese hamster, were
described previously (7). Parental line DC-3F8 was cloned
from DC-3F approximately 2 months prior to selection of
drug-resistant sublines.

Eagle's minimum essential medium supplemented with 20%
fetal calf serum was used throughout.

Development of Resistant Sublines. The 9 drug-resistant
sublines described in this study were selected in the presence
of amethopterin by stepwise increases in concentration. Chart
1 shows the plan of development of sublines of the DC-3F
family. The 4 sublines of DC-3F8 were derived independently
of each other. Those 4 derived from the parental DC-3F line
itself, at an earlier date, formed 2 pairs, selected at different
times from the sensitive line. The resistant sublines of each
pair were separated very early (Day 2 and Day 13) in the
course of their derivation under exposure to drug. After
sublines were established at the various maintenance
concentrations of amethopterin, they were transferred
routinely every 7 days with 1 or 2 medium changes with fresh
drug. Only 1 subline, at a high drug level (50.0 j.tg/ml), was
selected from the CLM-7 parent.

Determination of Drug Sensitivity. Response of all sensitive
and resistant sublines to amethopterin and to methasquin was
determined by a 72-hr assay procedure based on determination
of cell number in control and drug-treated cultures, as
described in detail elsewhere (7). Cell lines were grown from
10 to 15 days in drug-free medium and transferred at least
twice prior to testing. On the assumption of linear response, a
line was fitted to each set of data by the method of least
squares and the ED5 2 value was determined with the aid of a
computer. For each subline-drug combination, 2 to 5 separate
experiments were carried out, and, as indicated in Chart 2,
differences in ED5 o values never exceeded 2-fold.

Earlier observations that the ability of DC-3F cells to grow
at low population densities suddenly became markedly
reduced (i.e. , plating efficiency decreased from approximately
70 to 0%) and that plating efficiency returned to normal after
supplementation with thymidine but not hypoxanthine or
serine prompted the use of a thymidine supplement (30 j.zM) in
all drug sensitivity tests with amethopterin. Dose-response data
for methasquin were obtained in the absence of thymidine.

Preparation of Cultures for Assay of Dihydrofolate
Reductase Activity. A standard procedure was used for
preparation and collection of cells for enzyme assay. Culture
bottles were inoculated with 3 X 106 cells in 50 ml of growth
medium which was replaced once, on Day 3. Cells were

2 The abbreviation used is:@ , 50% effective dose.
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obtained from Lederle Laboratories, Pearl River, N. Y. The
source of methasquin was given previously (17). The molecular
weights of the 2 antifolates are similar, 454.4 and 438.4,
respectively.

Chromosome Observation. Preparation of cells for
cytogenetic studies and chromosome classification has been
described (7). Determinations of chromosome number of
resistant sublines were carried out at 2 different times after
selective concentration of drug was reached. For each cell line,
50 to 60 metaphases were counted.

RESULTS

Resistance and Cross-resistance. The response of parental
and resistant sublines to both amethopterin and methasquin
was determined by the 3-day assay procedure. The @o
values calculated from these data are listed in Table 1. As
demonstrated in Chart 2 for the parental DC-3F8 line and for
the 4 resistant sublines derived from it, dose-response data
were reproducible and could be represented by a straight line.
The slopes for methasquin were consistently steeper than for
amethopterin. All sublines exposed to amethopterin showed a
considerable increase in resistance, up to approximately
100,000-fold. Although, in general, the higher the selective
concentration of amethopterin the higher was the degree of
resistance, there was no consistent relationship between
maintenance concentration of drug and o value among the
various resistant sublines (Table I).

All sublines resistant to amethopterin exhibited some degree
of cross-resistance to methasquin ranging from 5- to almost
6,000-fold (Table 1). However, the magnitude of response to
this agent was not predictable on the basis of response to
amethopterin. The 3 parental lines, DC-3F, DC-3F8, and
CLM-7, responded similarly to the antifolates. For the
resistant sublines, with the possible exception of DC-3F8/A50,
methasquin was the stronger growth inhibitor as seen from the

ratio of@ concentrations (Table 1). Several of the
resistant sublines also responded similarly to the 2 agents, for
example, DC-3F8/A50, DC-3F/A1 , and DC-3F8/A75. Thus, at
most 4 times more amethopterin than methasquin was needed
to inhibit growth to the same extent. In contrast, other
sublines were widely divergent in their response. This is most
marked for the highly resistant sublines DC-3F/A XXVIII,
DC-3F/A3, and CLM-7/A XVIII, but it also obtains for some
of the less resistant sublines such as DC-3F/A XXI and
DC-3F8/A55 with o ratios of 23 and 32.

Dthydrofolate Reductase Activity. Parental and resistant
sublines were assayed for dihydrofolate reductase activity after
resistant sublines had been grown in the presence of their
maintenance concentrations of amethopterin for at least 2
months and usually considerably longer (Table 2). The
parental lines DC-3F, DC-3F8, and CLM-7 had similarly low
levels of activity, while all resistant sublines had slight to
marked increases in enzyme activity. Subline DC-3F/A3,
maintained at 50.0 .zg/ml of drug, showed the greatest increase
(1 70-fold).

Subline DC-3F8/A40, grown at the lowest drug level (0.1
j.zg/ml) used in these studies, changed with time in culture in
enzyme activity as well as in its response to both antifolates
(Tables 1 and 2). Likewise, enzyme activity of subline
DC-3F8/A5O was at approximately one-half the given value
(Table 2) when assayed on Days 84 and 147. In contrast,
activity values for subline DC-3F/A XXVIII were nearly
double the reported value during the year preceding this study.

Of the sublines of the DC-3F family, listed in Table 2 in
order of increasing drug maintenance concentration, those 3
selected with the highest concentration of amethopterin
(Table 1) had the highest levels of dthydrofolate reductase
activity. In general, however, the relationship between these 2
parameters was not consistent. For example, subline
DC-3F8/A40 maintained at 0.1 @g/ml of amethopterin
exhibited a 35-fold elevation in enzyme activity while subline

Table 1
Concentration ofamethopterin at which resistant lines were maintained, response to amethopterin and methasquin

in terms ,@, and degree ofresistance and cross-resistance

a Resistance is expressed as ratio of ,@ values for resistant to parental line; ratios were calculated as antilog of difference

between log@ values obtained by computer.
b ED5 0 of amethopterin:@ of methasquin, as calculated from molar equivalents of tabulated values.
CValues arecoincident with dihydrofolate reductaseactivity value of 3.00 (Table 2).
d Values are coincident with dihydrofolate reductase activity value of 14.52 (Table 2).
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DihydrofolateCell

lineDrug
exposure

period (days)â€•No.
of

enzyme assaysreductaseactivitybDegree
of

increaseâ€•DC-3F50.41

Â±0.051.0DC-3F8

DC-3F8/A40139
202â€”230

2443

1
4
10.41

Â±0.04
300d

11.43Â±0.42
1452d1.0

7.3
28

35DC-3F/A
XXI200â€”22820.57 Â±0.061.4DC-3F8/A5O301â€”37864.28

Â±0.6210DC-3F/A1412â€”46928.81
Â±1.3421DC-3F8/A5590â€”16761.87
Â±0.244.6DC-3F8/A7568â€”131649.73
Â±8.53121DC-3F/A

XXVIII663â€”725438.83 Â±7.9495DC-3F/A3729â€”1013569.87
Â±1.95170CLM-720.32
Â±0.021.0CLM-7/A

XVIII741â€”74830.63 Â±0.092.0
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Table 2
Dihydrofolate reductase activity ofsensitive parental lines and

amethopterin-resistant sublines

a Time range of exposure to maintenance concentration of amethopterin when enzyme
assays were carried out.

b Dihydrofolate reduced: @zmoles/hr/mg of protein Â±S.D.
c Ratio of specific activities of resistant to parental line.
d Values are coincident with@ data in Table 1 ; see Footnotes c and d.

DC-3F8/A55, maintained at 5.0 ig/ml, showed only a 5-fold
increase over the parental value of 0.41.

The greatest disparity was manifested by the highly resistant
CLM-7/A XVIII subline which had only a 2-fold increase in
activity.

Correlation of Diiydrofolate Reductase Activity with
Response to Amethopterin and Methasquin. In order to
ascertain whether dihydrofolate reductase activity was the
primary determinant of response to the antifolates and to
elucidate possible relationships between these parameters not
immediately apparent from the data presented in Tables 1 and
2, enzyme activity values were plotted against ED5 0 values as
presented in Chart 3. Cell lines appear to fall into 2 groups, for
each drug tested, such that the relationships within each group
(except Group 4) can be expressed by a straight line. Group 1
comprises the 3 sensitive, parental lines and sublines
DC-3F8/A40, DC-3F/A XXVIII, and DC-3F/A3, while the
remaining sublines make up another group (Group 2) in the
correlation between dihydrofolate reductase activity and
degree of resistance to methasquin. Likewise, most of the
sublines (Group 3) including parental cells show a similar
response to amethopterin, as a function of enzyme activity,
while DC-3F/A XXI, DC-3F8/A55, and CLM-7/A XVIII
demonstrate an apparently different relationship (Group 4).

It can be readily seen (Tables 1 and 2, Chart 3) that certain
sublines, for example, DC-3F8/A50, DC-3F/Al , and
DC-3F8/A75, responded in like degree to the 2 agents, with
relationships between dihydrofolate reductase activity and
drug response categorizing them in Groups 2 and 3. The
parental lines, likewise responding similarly to the 2
antifolates, fall into Groups 1 and 3 with respect to enzyme
activity and o relationships. In contrast, several sublines,
for example, DC-3F/A3 and DC-3F/A XXVIII, had markedly
dissimilar responses but a set of relationships in respect to
enzyme activity placing them into Groups 1 and 3. Finally,
sublines DC-3F8/A55, DC-3F/A XXI, and CLM-7/A XVIII,

also differentially sensitive to the antifolates, showed still
another set of relationships between response and enzyme
activity (Groups 2 and 4).

Effect of Thymidine in Drug Sensitivity Assay. To ascertain
whether supplemental thymidine influenced response to
amethopterin, we tested 3 of the resistant sublines and the
parental DC-3F line in double experiments with and without
added nucleoside (30 pM). Cell numbers in the control
cultures of resistant sublines were consistently 12 to 22%
higher in the presence of thymidine, while the nucleoside
appeared to inhibit slightly the growth of parental cells.
However, there were no significant differences in@ values
for amethopterin.

Chromosome Studies. A prominent characteristic of the
various sublines exposed to amethopterin was the high
frequency of chromosomal damage observed during the
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Chart 3. Relationship between dihydrofolate reductase activity and
response to amethopterin and methasquin in terms of@ for
sensitive and resistant DC-3F (., o) and CLM-7 (@,ts) sublines. Groups
1 and 2 (open symbols and dashed lines), response to methasquin;
Groups 3 and 4 (solidsymbols and lines), response to amethopterin.
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Distribution ofchromosome numbers in parentaland amethopterin-resistant celllinesCell

lineAmethopterin (@og/ml)Drug
exposure
(mo.)â€•No.

of chromosomes/cellTetraploidy
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development of resistance as well as the extent of the
structural rearrangement which became a stable feature when
resistance to maintenance concentration of drug was achieved.
Nevertheless, the modal chromosome numbers remained in the
diploid range, and the frequency of polyploid cells was low
(Table 3).

Representative karyotypes of sensitive and resistant sublines
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In general, sublines of DC-3F had
more abnormal chromosomes than those of the DC-3F8
parent, and the greatest number was manifested by sublines
DC-3F/A XXVIII and DC-3F/A3 exposed to high
concentrations of drug.

Although there were several distinctive abnormalities among
the smaller chromosomes, Nos. 6-1 1, such as short arm
deletions particularly within the No. 6-8 group and primarily
numerical changes in the No. 9-1 1 group, the most striking and
consistent structural abnormalities were among the larger
chromosomes, Nos. 1, 2, and 4, and served to individualize
each resistant subline (Figs. 1 and 2). Six of the 8 sublines had
at least 1 altered No. 1 chromosome including 5 or 6 long arm
deletions at different sites. Four sublines possessed unusually
long translocated No. 2 chromosomes, and 3 of the 4 sublines
with long arm alterations of the No. 4 chromosome likewise
had unusually long translocated portions. A No. 9
chromosome also had relatively long translocated pieces in 2
of the sublines. The No. 5 chromosome pair appeared to be
exempt from alteration. The entirely heterochromatic X
chromosome was usually absent from parental cells, and
deletions of a portion of the long arm at the site of the
secondary constriction were common in parental and resistant
cells.

During the course of observation of subline DC-3F/Al
before maintenance concentration of drug was reached, in
most of the approximately 50 metaphases examined 1

chromosome of the No. 2 pair showed deletion or
translocation. The structural deviation was of many different
types, apparently affecting only 1 arm since the altered No. 2
was clearly identifiable. In some cells, the translocated piece
was a chromosome fragment, while in others it was the major
portion of some other chromosome, usually a No. 4 or 5 or a
No. 7-8. Some metaphases had deleted No. 2 chromosomes,
with the deletions apparently having occurred at more than 1
point along the chromosome arm. During the developmental
phase of the resistant subline, when the various alterations of
this chromosome were seen, the karyotypes were not fully
analyzed. By the time the maintenance concentration of
amethopterin was reached, the stable configuration of the No.
2 chromosome was as shown in Fig. 1. The origin of the long
translocated fragment could not be ascertained.

CLM-7/A XVIII, exposed to a high concentration of
amethopterin, was also found to have chromosomal
abnormalities. However, unlike the DC-3F sublines, this
population was too karyotypically heterogeneous for
characterization. Most cells examined had chromosome
numbers in the diploid range.

DISCUSSION

These studies demonstrate that it is readily possible to
obtain mammalian cell variants with a markedly high degree of
resistance to amethopterin, in the in vitro situation. Although
all resistant sublines showed at least slightly elevated
dihydrofolate reductase levels, it appears that increased
amounts of reductase are insufficient to account entirely for
the degree of resistance of certain sublines to the antifolate.
This is particularly clear for the sublines falling into Group 4
(see Chart 3), namely, CLM-7/A XVIII, DC-3F/A XXI, and
DC-3F8/A55, where resistance far exceeds the 1.4- to 4.6-fold

Table 3

a Number of months exposed to maintenance concentration of amethopterin.
b Chromosome counts, with modal numbers of 21, reported previously (7).
C Counts were made 2 and 1 1 months after the line was subcloned from the DC-3F line.
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increments in dihydrofolate reductase activity. It seems
possible that this enzyme(s) may be the major determinant of
response of the parental lines as well as the 6 resistant sublines
(Group 3) to amethopterin, as indicated by the approximately
linear relationship observed between the 2 parameters (Chart
3). For the remaining 3 sublines, factors in addition to
elevated enzyme activity may influence drug response. With
respect to methasquin, similarly, cell lines can be classified in 2
groups. Parental lines and 3 resistant sublines, DC-3F/A3,
DC-3F/A XXVIII, and DC-3F8/A40, comprise a single group
(Group I) for which the response to methasquin may be
primarily determined by dthydrofolate reductase activity
levels. A straight-line well describes the relationship between
the 2 parameters for the 6 other resistant sublines (Group 2)
where methasquin resistance is higher relative to enzyme
activity.

Thus, additional factors may be responsible for the degree
of resistance observed for those sublines falling into Groups 2
and 4, for methasquin and amethopterin, respectively. The
most likely possibilities that take precedence from other
investigations would appear to be altered drug transport (10,
20), altered enzyme structure (19), and different relative
amounts of more than 1 enzyme possibly involved in the
folate-tetrahydrofolate conversion (2, 3, 13). Although these
alternatives are not mutually exclusive, the remarkably
consistent relationship between Group 2 sublines in their
pattern of enzyme activities and o values for methasquin,
for example, suggests the operaton of a single additional factor
such as an altered transport property or a different enzyme
form common to the sublines of this group. However, several
observations run counter to this hypothesis. A preliminary
investigation ( 1) of partially purified dihydrofolate reductase
from several cell lines revealed properties of the DC-3F/A3
enzyme which distinguish it from that of sublime DC-3F8/A75
and both DC-3F and DC-3F8 parental lines. Although multiple
forms of dihydrofolate reductase may explain the differential
response of the DC-3F/A3 subline to the antifolates in
contrast to the 3 other cell lines, the existence of different
enzyme forms would contradict the apparent similarity
between DC-3F/A3 and DC-3F8/A75 in respect to the
relationship between amethopterin resistance and enzyme level
(Group 3). An alternative explanation might be a different
grouping of sublines DC-3F/A XXI, DC-3F8/A55, and
DC-3F/A3 into a hypothetical Group 4, thus eliminating the
DC-3F/A3 subline from Group 3. Consequently, the highly
resistant CLM-7/A XVIII subline would be excluded from this
scheme (Chart 3). Several observations may explain its marked
resistance to amethopterin independent of dthydrofolate
reductase activity. Population growth rates and morphological
characteristics of the resistant sublines (J . L. Biedler,
unpublished observations) suggest that the CLM-7/A XVIII
subline in particular may have impaired ability to transport
drug and perhaps certain metabolites as well, resulting in
prolongation of doubling time and associated with altered
membrane properties. Furthermore, enzyme titration of the
intracellular amethopterin in DC-3F8/A75 (high enzyme
activity) and CLM-7/A XVIII (low activity), grown for 11 days
in 50 /1g of drug per ml, demonstrated that the amount of drug
per mg of total protein of the CLM-7/A XVIII subline was
only 3% of the drug content of DC-3F8/A75 (A. M.
Albrecht, unpublished observation).

Markedly different responses to amethopterin and
methasquin such as observed for all sublines except
DC-3F8/A75, DC-3F/Al , and DC-3F8/A50 and for the 3
parental lines suggest that either these sublines have separate
mehanisms for uptake of the 2 agents which can become
independently altered or there were structural alterations of the
folate-reducing enzyme(s) resulting in differential binding to
the 2 antifolates.

The resistant sublines of the DC-3F family have distinctive,
stable karyotypic rearrangements which distinguish one
subline from another and enable recognition of an individual
subline (2 1). Since previous results (5 , 8) had indicated an
association between alteration or absence of a specific
chromosome and elevated enzyme level, it seemed reasonable
to utilize the Chinese hamster cell system for search and
identification of specific structural alteration. The favorable
karyotype of the Chinese hamster has not, however, permitted
us to localize the gene(s) controlling folate-reducing enzyme(s)
in either the present or the earlier (21) study. Nevertheless, the
significance of the sometimes large chromosome segments
translocated particularly to No. 2 and 4 and also to No. 1 and
9 chromosomes remains to be elucidated. Newer chromosome
staining techniques may reveal the identity of these long
translocated fragments. The occurrence of the variously
altered No. 2 chromosome in cells of the DC-3F/Al sublime is
clearly reminiscent of the variously altered marker
chromosome of Ll 2 10 cells (5). However, even a tentative
explanation, based on known cytogenetic phenomena, is not
favored at this time.

The present report provides no substantiation of the
possibility that the basis for the heritable alterations in these
variant cells exposed to amethopterin, manifested as resistance
to drug and elevation in level of dihydrofolate reductase, is
genetic modification, or that amethopterin may act as a
mutagen, as previously suggested (5). It has been demonstrated
for 2 different mammalian cell systems ( 11, I 2, 15) that
enzyme activity may return to normal levels after prolonged
growth of amethopterin-resistant cells in absence of drug.
However, data suggesting that antifolate resistance associated
with elevated dthydrofolate reductase activity is in part a
genetic and in part an epigenetic phenomenon were obtained
in a study of the DC-3F/A XXVIII subline and recently
reported (6).

The lack of knowledge concerning the development of
resistance to amethopterin in these Chinese hamster cells and
the basis for phenotypic expression of the resistant state is
manifest. Several aspects, such as whether at least some of the
sublines consist of cells with multiple modes of resistance, as
our data suggest, whether there are different enzyme forms in
these sublines, and to what extent resistance is stable in
absence of the selective agent (amethopterin), are under
consideration.
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Figs. 1 and 2. Karyotypes of parental cell lines and amethopterin-resistant sublines. Translocations are indicated by arrows and deletions by
double bars. Acetic orcein stain, x 2200.
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